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We live in a time where what we do and how we are towards each other 
redefines who we are. Human kind and the view of ourselves is what this 
music revolves around. 
The program consists off all new written choral music from 2014 – 2021.

Martin Åsander O magnum mysterium (2021)
Text: Gregorian Chant

Henrik Dahlgren Before the West (2020)
Text: Emily Dickinson

Ann Sofi-Söderqvist Crossroads  (2021)
Text: Malin Hülphers

Stuart Beatch I am like Many (2018)
Text: Adapted by the composer

Dominick DiOrio The Visible World (2014)
Text: Adapted by the composer

Ugis Praulins The Way Children Sleep (2017)
Text: Maris Caklais

Marie-Claire Saindon When a Thought of War comes (2020)
Text: Ábdul`l-Bahá

Martin Åsander Att se/ To see (2018)
Text Martin Gribbe



BEFORE THE WEST

Behind me – dips eternity -
Before me – immortality -
The term between –
Death but the drift of eastern gray.
Dissolving into Dawn away,
Before the west begin –

Emily Dickinson (1830-1886)

CROSSROADS

Diverse we are,
Greed and greatness are found within
Infamy or decency
Which of these to the present we bring?

Alike we are
Dreams and despair are found within
Vanity or empathy 
which of these to our 
life we bring?

Who are you
Who - you
What about are you 

What are you
From without are you
From another view
Who are you

Am I to be blamed for defending my home,
my tale and tradition?
In the dread of our time I need recognition 

What are you 
Why - you
What about are you
From without are you
From another view
what are you
 
Your freedom requires my bondage,
Your greed
causes hunger for my child
You see peace
I can’t breathe

Brotherhood
Is there a price for brotherhood?
A price for
”the spirit of brotherhood”?
words to heal agreements to seal 

to know to gain destruction by disdain to 

know

to see salvation by dignity

We are compounded of brilliance and dust
Giving rise to beauty and pain 
but standing by reliance and trust 
compassion can remain

At the crossroads our choice is clear and 
defined 
Endowed as we are withreason and 
conscience
We are humankind

Malin Hülphers

I AM LIKE MANY

I 
God, like the potter, when his clay is damp, 
Gives every man, in birth, a different 
stamp. 
Bear witness: man, whate’er his rank may 
be. 
Who now can say my caste from stain is 
free? 

II 
26 November 1958. 
Parliament debates the Wolfenden 
Report to-day.  The House is torn by 
the problem it faces; by the 
distinction between sin and crime; by 
the risk in the remedies it might 
propose. 

It is a foregone conclusion that the 
homosexual laws will not be reformed 
yet, but that reform must come 
eventually. 
 
III
Is such conduct injurious to society? 
’Tis hard to say why erring 
mortals think This fount is pure,
and that unfit to drink. 
 
Great nations have fallen and empires 
been destroyed because corruption 
became widespread.
 

Is it a matter for the private 
conscience? And tell us, casuists, were 



statutes meant To scourge the wicked or the 
innocent? 

These persons are a malignant canker; if 
allowed to grow it would eventually  kill what 
is known as normal life. 

 
That little spot, which constitutes our isle, 
Is not the world! Its censure or its smile 
Can never reason’s fabric overthrow. 

 

IV
People have no idea of the life of fear and dread we 
live. I want them to look upon this debate  with 
kindness and sympathy, and think,  
‘There, but for the grace of God, go I.’ 
 
Love, love it was, that made my eyes delight 
To have his person ever in my sight. 
 
I do not pretend that I am good but I 
am like many. 

THE VISIBLE WORLD

“Je  suis  un  homme  pour  qui  le  monde  visible
existe.“ 

- Théophile Gautier  
“Sorry it took so long.”  

Poster outside of Seattle City Hall on the adoption 
of civil marriages for LGBT persons in 
Washington State, 2012 

 
I don’t regret for a single moment having lived for 
pleasure.  ...  There was no pleasure I did not 
experience.  
 – Oscar Wilde, “De profundis” 

Your honeyed eyes, Juventius! 

If one would let me kiss them, 

I would kiss them three hundred thousand times, 

and I would never seem to have enough 

not even if the thick, dry stalks 

are the crop of our kisses. 

– Catullus, “Carmina 48”

I wanted to eat of the fruit of all  the trees in the
garden of the world ...  And so, indeed, I went out,
and so I lived.  
–Oscar Wilde, “De profundis” 

 
“The petitioners are entitled to respect for
their  private  lives.  The  State  cannot
demean  their  existence  or  control  their
destiny  by  making  their  private  sexual
conduct a crime.” 
–Justice Anthony Kennedy, Lawrence vs. 

Texas, 2003 
 
I know that on the day of my release I will
merely  be  moving  from  one  prison  into
another,  and  there  are  times  when  the
whole world seems to be no larger than my
cell, and as full of terror for me.   – Oscar
Wilde, “De profundis” 

  
"I'm looking forward to when this 
generation will be able to go off and get 
married and not realize there was a battle 
to allow that right.” 

 –  Paul Barwick, Seattle gay rig
pioneer, on the adoption of same-sex 
marriage in Washington State, 2012 

 
To deny one's own experiences is to put a lie
into the lips of one's own life.  It is no less
than a denial of the soul.   –  Oscar Wilde,
“De profundis” 

 

“Sorry it took so long.”    
“Je suis un homme pour qui le monde 
visible existe.” 

THE WAY CHILDREN SLEEP
 
Look in the night, accidentally 
look in the night: the way children sleep 
- it makes a world war impossible. 

Arms clasped about their timorous bunnies
and valiant bears or, equally treasured, the 
pillow's corner, legs, little feet sprawling any
which way, in attitudes quite inconceivable, 
children sleep. 

Is it a smile from the day that is gone, 
or a dawning pain from the one yet to come 
- how can anyone tell, but the tiny bird 
sitting tucked in the nook of those lips has 
the silky wings of sweet sleep. 



Children sleep with such artless trust, such implicit 
faith, it makes a world war impossible. 
And any war of whatever kind. 

And this is precisely what makes it more terribly 
still to envisage its being possible. 

Māris Čaklais (1940 – 2003) 

WHEN A THOUGHT OF WAR COMES

When a thought of war comes
Oppose it by a stronger thought of peace.
A thought of hatred must be destroyed
By a more powerful thought of love

Ábdul`l-Bahá

ATT SE/ TO SEE

To see     
the world through     
cracks in the wall    
more distinctly when the eye    
is wetted by the wind   
a way of living   
choosing 
to see 
the other

To see yourself    
in shades on the surface   
more clearly when the eye    
is lost in the crowd   
a tangle of tales   
so as to see the other     
in yourself

To see yourself in others   
in likeness   
in difference   
and listen    
register and   
behold your own image in    
an unknown him or her     
with your eye through the wall    
and the wind         
choosing     
to see
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